BANKING – MOCK PAPER 1

ENGLISH
Directions (1-5): In the following passage, some of the words have been left out, each of
which is indicated by a number. Find the suitable word from the options given against each
number and fill up the blanks with appropriate words to make the paragraph meaningfully
complete.
Stanford economist Nicholas Bloom is a true believer, and like many true believers, he lets
his message __ (1) __ his evidence. Based on a single study of a Chinese travel agency, he __
(2) __ declares working from home a “future-looking technology” with “enormous
potential.” Not so fast. Bloom’s study comes with serious limitations and is contradicted by
a later Gallup report. However, while it is far too soon to draw broad __ (3) __ from his
findings, savvy business leaders can read between the lines and extract some valuable
lessons for working ___ (4) ___ with all employees. Bloom __ (5) __ on China’s biggest travel
agency, which wanted to expand while controlling office space costs.
Q1. (a) Cut
(b) Outrun
(c) Exceeded
(d) Begin
(e) Choose

Q2. (a) Fast

(b) Enthusiastically
(c) Slowly
(d) Eager
(e) Appropriately

Q3. (a) Resulting
(b) Disappointments
(c) Conclusions
(d) Exercises
(e) Guarantees

Q4. (a) Optimally
(b) Extremely
(c) Competitively
(d) Abroad
(e) Everywhere

Q5. (a) Emphasizing
(b) Concentrates
(c) Learned
(d) Matched
(e) Focused

Direction (6-10): Read the passage carefully then answer the questions given below.

People have long circulated news via word-of-mouth, and as language evolved into writing
and literacy – and governments played larger roles in people’s lives – sharing information
became a necessity. However, disseminating news and information on paper presented
significant challenges. When each copy had to be handwritten, mass distribution was
impossible. They were first chiseled in stone or metal; later, they were handwritten and
distributed in public forums or read from scrolls by town criers. Though ancient Romans
and Chinese – as well as other ancient civilizations – had early forms of news media, they
do not qualify as newspapers because they could not be mass-distributed. The first true
newspapers arrived after Johannes Gutenberg introduced his movable type printing press
to the European world around 1440. Though printing presses with movable type had
existed in eastern Asia for around two centuries, they never made it to Europe;
furthermore, Gutenberg’s versions made it significantly faster to mass produce documents.
By 1500, the printing press had made its way throughout Europe, and news sheets (or
news books) were mass-distributed.
The first weekly newspaper was published in Germany by Johann Carolus in 1604. Called
Relation aller Fürnemmen und gedenckwürdigen Historien, the publication satisfied the
four tenets of a “true” newspaper: Accessibility by the public, Published at a regular
interval (daily, weekly, monthly, etc.) ,Information is current ,Covers a variety of topics
(politics, events, entertainment, sports, etc.) Despite meeting the requirements for a
newspaper, there is some debate as to whether The Relation qualifies as the world’s first
newspaper since it was printed in quarto, not folio, size. It’s worth noting the World
Association of Newspapers considers The Relation the first true newspaper.’ Other German
newspapers followed, and in 1618 the world’s first broadsheet newspaper printed in folio
size was published in Amsterdam, called Courante uyt Italien, Duytslandt, &c. The
newspaper format soon spread throughout Europe, with newspapers published in Spain,
France, and Sweden. The first English newspaper was published in 1665 in Oxford,
England. Known as the Oxford Gazette, the newspaper moved to London in 1666 and was
renamed the London Gazette. It’s still being published today. Soon after, the newspaper
became a staple in all major European countries. It then made its way to the New World.

Q6. Which of the following options is satisfying the condition for being a tenant of a “true
newspaper”?
(a) A newspaper which is accessible to only Asian readers.
(b) A newspaper which was published once in a month.
(c) A newspaper which was printed in quarto, not folio, size

(d) A newspaper which covers historic developments leading to various events.
(e) A newspaper which is printed in press and is not handwritten.

Q7. Which of the following options is false according to the passage?
(a) The relation was not the first newspaper as it did not meet all the required conditions.
(b) Information on paper was only possible after the introduction of press.
(c) The concept of newspaper was rejected in Europe earlier.
(d) London Gazette is the first newspaper to be published in the multiple languages.
(e) All are incorrect

Q8. What paved the way for the “true newspapers”?
(a) The world’s first broadsheet newspaper printed in folio size
(b) The invention of the printing press paved the way for “true” newspapers.
(c) The technology which allowed it to be printed in multiple languages.
(d) As the Governments started playing a larger role in people’s lives
(e) None of these.

Q9. Which of the following statement is true regarding newspapers?
(a) The first weekly newspaper was published in Germany by Johann Carolus in 1904.
(b) The Relation qualifies as the world’s first newspaper since it was printed in folio, not
quarto.
(c) The first English newspaper was published in 1695 in Oxford, England known as the
Oxford Gazette.
(d) The world’s first broadsheet newspaper printed in quarto size was published in
Amsterdam, called Courante uyt Italien, Duytslandt, & c.

(e) The first English newspaper known as the Oxford Gazette, was renamed the London
Gazette later.

Q10. Choose the word which is most nearly the SIMILAR in meaning to the word
‘disseminating’ printed in bold as used in the passage.
(a) Agree
(b) Taunt
(c) Barb
(d) Sneer
(e) Spread

Directions (11 – 20): Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical
error or idiomatic error in it. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The
number of that part is the answer. If there is no error, the answer is (e). (Ignore errors of
punctuation, if any)
Q11. She got (a)/ everything ready for all (b)/ of them long (c)/ before they arrived (d)/
No error (e)

Q12. The thief was caught (a)/ after he has (b)/ disposed of (c)/ the stolen items (d)/ No
error (e)

Q13. Delhi’s water supply (a)/ system is certainly (b)/ as good as is expected (c)/ in a
capital town (d)/ No error (e)

Q14. She says that (a)/ a two-miles walk (b)/ always keeps him (c)/ healthy and fresh
(d)/ No error (e)

Q15. Seema took me to a hotel (a)/ and ordered for (b)/ two cups of coffee (c)/ which the
waiter brought in no time (d)/ No error (e)

Q16. The first European (a)/ sailor to come to India (b)/ in modern times (c)/ was Vascodi-Gama (d)/ No error (e)

Q17. When she was (a)/ under house arrest (b)/ she was debarred to send (c)/ a letter
even to her husband (d)/ No error (e)

Q18. In spite of her insincerity (a)/ she was awarded (b)/ cent-percent marks (c)/ in
science and english (d)/ No error (e)

Q19. Much to his fortune, (a)/ he married a girl who was (b)/ more tall and lovelier than
(c)/ her elder sister. (d)/ No error (e)
Q20. She prefers intellectual to manual occupations, and (a)/ is not so fond for fancy work
as many of the blind (b)/ children are; yet she (c)/ is eager to join them in whatever they
are doing (d)/ No error (e).

Direction (21-25): The given question has a statement with an idiom in it, which has been
mentioned in bold. The statement is followed by five options; pick the option that best
explains the meaning of the idiom, as used in the statement.
Q21. The company was keen at cutting down on the employee overheads in order to make
the business profitable.
(a) Reduce
(b) Spike
(c) Ensure
(d) Elongate
(e) Affiliate

Q22. It was difficult to put up with the nagging relatives during the growth years.

(a) Decorate
(b) Issue
(c) Endure
(d) Richochet
(e) Prioritise

Q23. The commissioner advised the fugitives to turn in themselves to get some legal
respite.
(a) Lessen
(b) Accentuate
(c) Retard
(d) Liberate
(e) Surrender

Q24. Aniket was willing to go overboard for receiving a scholarship to pursue higher
education overseas.
(a) Remove
(b) Stretch
(c) Incur
(d) Liquidate
(e) Enhance

Q25. The central bank was of the idea that it was not suitable to bail out the ailing
cooperatives.
(a) Depart
(b) Alter

(c) Entertain
(d) Reverse
(e) Rescue

Direction (26-30): In the given question, one statement with a blank is given along with
four words. Two of the given words can fit into the given blank. Five options with various
combinations of these words are given. Pick up the combination of the words that fit into
the blank.
Q26. The bank officials have been found ________ of taking bribes.
A. Receptive
B. Guilty
C. Probable
D. Accurate
(a) A-C
(b) B-C
(c) A-D
(d) C-D
(e) A-B

Q27. The Defence Minister decided to give a briefing about the increased military _______ in
the contemporary times.
A. Requirements
B. Threats
C. Assistance
D. Assumptions
(a) A-D

(b) B-C
(c) A-B
(d) B-D
(e) A-C

Q28. The neighbours decided to come _______ after seeing the Christmas decoration being
set up in the alley.
A. Across
B. On
C. Over
D. About
(a) B-D
(b) A-C
(c) C-D
(d) A-B
(e) B-C

Q29. As the Governor _______ the officials to abolish the redundant act, the established
system got disrupted.
A. Asked
B. Requested
C. Ordered
D. Inquired
(a) B-C
(b) A-C

(c) B-D
(d) A-B
(e) A-D

Q30. The waiter came to our table and asked if we wanted _______ coffee, as it was closing
time for the cafe.
A. Much
B. More
C. Small
D. Some
(a) A-B
(b) B-C
(c) B-D
(d) C-D
(e) A-D

REASONING ABILITY
Directions (1-5):
Study the following information to answer the given questions Eight students A, B, C, D, E,
F, G and H are sitting around a square table in such a way four of them sit at four corners
while four sit in the middle of each of the four sides. The one who sits at the corner faces
the centre and other faces outside. A who faces the centre sits third to the left of F. E who
faces the centre is not an immediate neighbour of F. Only one person sits between F and G.
D sits second to right of B. B faces the centre. C is not an immediate neighbour of A.
Q1. Which one does not belong to that group out of five?
(a) B

(b) C
(c) E
(d) D
(e) A

Q2. Which will come in the place of ? BCE EHA AGD ?
(a) DFB
(b) DGA
(c) DCG
(d) DCF
(e) None of these
Q3. What is the position of G with respect to C ?
(a) Third to the right
(b) Second to the left
(c) Second to the right
(d) Fourth to the right
(e) None of these

Q4. Who sits third to the left of B ?
(a) H
(b) A
(c) G
(d) F
(e) None of these

Q5. Which is true from the given arrangement?
(a) G faces the centre
(b) B faces outside
(c) H faces inside
(d) A face the centre
(e) None of these

Directions (6-7): Study the following information carefully and answer the questions
given below: P is to the north of Q and S is to the east of P, who is to the south of W. T is to
the west of P.
Q6. Who among the following is towards south of W and north of Q?
(a) P
(b) T
(c) S
(d) Q
(e) None of these

Q7. W is in which direction with respect to T?
(a) North
(b) Northeast
(c) Southwest
(d) West
(e) None of these

Q8. X's mother is the mother-in-law of the father of Z. Z is the brother of Y while X is the
father of M. How is X related to Z?

(a) Paternal uncle
(b) Maternal uncle
(c) Cousin
(d) Grandfather
(e) Brother-in-law

Q9. If A is a brother of B, C is the sister of A, D is the brother of E, E is the daughter of B, F is
the father of C. who is the uncle of D?
(a) A
(b) C
(c) B
(d) None of these
(e) Can’t be determined

Q10. A said to B that B’s mother was the mother-in-law of A’s mother. How is A’s mother
related to B’s mother?
(a) Daughter-in-law
(b) Mother-in-law
(c) Sister
(d) Aunt
(e) Sister-in-law

Directions (11-15):
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below.
Give answer-

(a) If only conclusion I is true
(b) If only conclusion II is true
(c) If either conclusion I or conclusion II is true
(d) If neither conclusion I nor conclusion II is true
(e) If both conclusions I and II are true

Q11. Statements H = W ≤ R > F
Conclusions:
I.R = H
II.R > H

Q12. Statements M < T > K = D
Conclusions
I. D < T
II.K < M

Q13. Statements R ≤N ≥ F > B
Conclusions
I.F = R
II.B < N

Q14. Statements H > W < M ≥ K
Conclusions
I.K < W
II.H > M

Q15. Statements R ≥ T = M > D
Conclusions
I. D < T
II. R ≥ M

Direction (16-20):
Following questions are based on the five three digit numbers given below
853 581 747 474 398
Q16. If all the digits in each of the numbers are arranged in descending order within the
number, which of the following will form the lowest in the new arrangement of numbers?
(a) 853
(b) 581
(c) 747
(d) 398
(e) 474

Q17. If all the numbers are arranged in ascending order from left to right, which of the
following will be the sum of all the three digits of the number which is exactly in the middle
of the new arrangement?
(a) 17
(b) 15
(c) 14
(d) 13
(e) 19

Q18. What will be the resultant of third digit of the lowest number is multiplied with the
second digit of the highest number?
(a) 27
(b) 40
(c) 20
(d) 45
(e) 19

Q19. If the positions of the second and the third digits of each of the numbers are
interchanged, how many even numbers will be formed?
(a) None
(b) One
(c) Two
(d) Three
(e) Four

Q20. If one is added to the first digit of each of the numbers, how many numbers thus
formed will be divisible by three?
(a) None
(b) One
(c) Two
(d) Three
(e) Four

Directions (21-25):

Study the given information carefully and answer the given questions: Seven persons P, Q, R, S, T, U
and V are watching movies on different days of the week (starting on Monday and ending on
Sunday) not necessarily in the same order. Q is going to watch movie on Tuesday. U is going to
watch movie on adjacent day of Q. There are three days gap between the days on which U and P are
going to watch movie. V is going to watch movie just after S. There are as many persons are
watching movie between P and V, same as between S and R. R is watching movie before S but not
just before.
Q21. Who among the following is going to watch movie on Wednesday?
(a) Q
(b) R
(c) U
(d) T
(e) None of these

Q22. Who among the following person is going to watch movie just after P?
(a) R
(b) S
(c) U
(d) U
(e) None of these

Q23. If U and V interchange their days of watching movie, then on which day V is watching movie?
(a) Monday
(b) Wednesday
(c) Friday
(d) Saturday
(e) None of these

Q24. R is watching movie on which day?
(a) Friday
(b) Saturday
(c) Wednesday
(d) Thursday
(e) Tuesday

Q25. How many persons are watching movie between Q and P?
(a) Two
(b) Three
(c) One
(d) Four
(e) None of these

Directions (26-30):
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below: There are seven
persons i.e. Amit, Ben, Charu, Dilip, Emran, Faizal and Govind. They all belongs to the different cities
i.e. Kolkata, Mumbai, Chennai, Pune, Lucknow, Ahmadabad and Delhi but not necessarily in the
same order. Dilip belongs to Pune. Neither Amit nor Faizal belongs to Kolkata. Ben belongs to
Ahmedabad. Charu does not belong to Kolkata and Lucknow. Govind belongs to Mumbai. Amit does
not belongs to Lucknow and Chennai.
Q26. Who among the following belongs to Kolkata?
(a) Amit
(b) Dilip
(c) Faizal
(d) Govind
(e) None of these

Q27. Which of the following statement is true?
(a) Amit belongs to Chennai
(b) Govind belongs to Delhi
(c) Emraan belongs to Kolkata
(d) Faizal belongs to Pune
(e) None of these

Q28. Faizal belongs to which of the following City?
(a) Chennai
(b) Mumbai
(c) Delhi
(d) Lucknow
(e) None of these

Q29. Which of the following combination is true?
(a) Amit-Delhi
(b) Dilip-Pune
(c) Emraan-Kolkata
(d) All are correct
(e) All are incorrect

Q30. Amit belongs to which of the following city?
(a) Delhi
(b) Mumbai
(c) Kolkata
(d) Chennai

(e) None of these

Q31. If in a code language, LAUNCH is written as NCWPEJ and MARGIN is written as
OCTIKP, how will WONDER be written in that code?
(a) PQYFGT
(b) YQPFGT
(c) YQPGFT
(d) YQPTGF
(e) None of these

Q32. If the letters in the word EQUALITY rearranged as they appear in the English alphabet
then the position of how many letter will remain unchanged after the rearrangement?
(a) None
(b) One
(c) Two
(d) Three
(e) More than three

Q33. If it is possible to make only one meaningful word with the first, the third, the fifth
and the eight Numbers of the word SHAREHOLDING, which of the following will be the
second Number of the word ? If no such word can be made, give 'X' as the answer and if
more than one such word can be made, give 'Y' as the answer.
(a) L
(b) E
(c) S
(d) X
(e) Y

Q34. How many such pairs of Numbers are there in the 7693142, each of which has as
many Numbers between them in the number, as they have in the numeric series?
(a) None
(b) One
(c) Two
(d) Three
(e) More than three.

Q35. What should come in place of the questions mark (?) in the following series based on
the above arrangement? AZ2 DW3 GT5 JQ7 ?
(a) LN9
(b) NM9
(c) MN9
(d) MN11
(e) None of these.

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE
Directions (1-5): Study the following table carefully and answer the given questions: The
number of various crimes, as supplied by national crime record, reported in different states
in the year 2012-13.
STATE
BIHAR
MP
UP
HP

STALKI
NG
352
376
85
10545

ASSAU
LT
496
225
125
3625

AP
DELHI

445
473

225
576

THE
FT
265
216
53
1222
4
252
675

MURDE ROBBER
R
Y
132
332
125
115
56
57
354
10128
173
764

154
852

HARYAN
A
RAJASTH
AN

245

256

257

261

263

273

276

278

252

353

Q1. The total number of various crimes in HP is
(a) 37803
(b) 38903
(c) 37903
(d) 36903
(e) 37003

Q2. Find the ratio of Stalking and Assault in UP to Theft and Robbery in Haryana.
(a) 28:51
(b) 21:52
(c) 52:21
(d) 14:55
(e) 55:14

Q3. Find the approximate average of Murder and Theft in all the eight states together.
(a) 1141
(b) 1132
(c) 1311
(d) 941
(e) 1021

Q4. The total number of Assaults and Murders together in Bihar is what per cent of the
total number of crimes in that state?
(a) 29.82%
(b) 39.82%
(c) 25%
(d) 21.82%
(e) 25.5%

Q5. Find the difference between the number of various crimes committed in Bihar and that
in Rajasthan.
(a) 105
(b) 98
(c) 145
(d) 139
(e) 104

Directions (6-10): In each of these questions, two equations (I) and (II) are given.
You have to solve both the equations and give answer
(a) if x>y
(b) if x≥y
(c) if x
(d) if x ≤y
(e) if x = y or no relation can be established between x and y.

Q11. 5% of one number (X) is 25% more than another number (Y). If the difference
between the numbers is 96 then find the value of X?
(a) 90
(b) 100
(c) 92
(d) 96

Q12. The ratio of A’s age 3 years ago and B’s age 5 years ago is 4:5. If A is 4 years younger
than B then what is the present age of B?
(a) 16
(b) 14
(c) 11
(d) 15

Q13. The simple interest on a certain sum at 15% per annum for 5 year is Rs1500 more to
the simple interest on the same at 12% per annum for the same period. Find the sum(a) Rs 12000

(b) Rs12500
(c) Rs 8000
(d) Rs 10000

Q14. The total of the ages of a class of 60 girls is 900 years. The average age of 20 girls is 12
years and that of the other 20 girls is 16 years. What is the average age of the remaining
girls?
(a) 14 years
(b) 15 years
(c) 16 years
(d) 17 years

Q15. A person cover 32km downstream is 240 minutes and same person cover 48 km
upstream in 1440 minutes. Then find the rate of current?
(a) 4kmph
(b) 5kmph
(c) 3kmph
(d) 2kmph

Q16. By selling an article at certain price and 170% profit is earned. If CP is 20% increased
then what will be profit
(a) 130%
(b) 125%
(c) 100%
(d) 150%

Q17. A boat goes 30 km downstream and 18 km upstream in 6 hours, again it goes 40
downstream and 20 km upstream in 223 hours. Find speed of boat.
(a) 6 km/h
(b) 8 km/h
(c) 10 km/h
(d) 12 km/h

Q18. P×3/4 = Q×7/11. Find P∶Q.
(a) 33:28
(b) 21:44
(c) 44:21
(d) 28:33

Q19. Simple interest at the rate 5% of a sum of money at the end of 15 year is Rs 250 less
than the sum. Find principal.
(a) Rs 1500
(b) Rs 750
(c) Rs 1000
(d) Rs 2000

Q20. Average of 17 numbers is 60, average of first 9 numbers is 64 and average of last 9
numbers is 56, find the ninth number.
(a) 50
(b) 38
(c) 42
(d) 56

Directions (21-25): What will come in the place of the question mark (?) in the following
number series?
Q21. 117.5, 117, 119, 111, 143, ?
(a) 9
(b) 12
(c) 15
(d) 18

Q22. 15, 12, 31, 148, ?
(a) 1039
(b) 1011
(c) 1012
(d) 1027

Q23. 1, 13, 83, 419, 1679, ?
(a) 5029
(b) 5039
(c) 5019
(d) 5049

Q24. 12, 25, 48, 99, 194, 393,?
(a) 780
(b) 786
(c) 792

(d) 783

Q25. 3, 11, 31, 69, 131, ?
(a) 215
(b) 217
(c) 221
(d) 223

Directions (26-30): What should come in the place of question mark (?) in the following
questions?
Q26. 115% of 4880 – 85% of 1640 =?
(a) 4218
(b) 4368
(c) 4448
(d) 4628
(e) None of these

Q27. 3251+ 587 + 369 –? = 3007
(a) 1250
(b) 1300
(c) 1375
(d) 1400
(e) None of these

Q28. 3√9261 × √62742241 =? +89

(a) 166254
(b) 166259
(c) 166253
(d) 166252
(e) None of these

Q29. 18.6 × 3 + 7.2 – 16.5 =? + 21.7
(a) 35.7
(b) 21.6
(c) 24.8
(d) 27.6
(e) None of these

Q30. 5.35 + 4.43 + 0.45 + 45.34 + 534 =?
(a) 597.27
(b) 589.57
(c) 596.87
(d) 596.67
(e) None of these

Directions (31-35): The expenditure and percentage profit of two companies A and B for
six years in the period 2001-2006 are shown in the given bar graph and line graph. The
expenditure is given in lakhs.

Q31. What is the difference between the average expenditure of Company A from 2001 to
2006 and that of Company B?
(a) Rs 60 lakhs
(b) Rs 45 lakhs
(c) Rs 30 lakhs
(d) Rs 15 lakhs
(e) Rs 10 lakhs

Q32. In how many of the given years is the income of Company A more than Rs 100 lakhs?
(a) 4
(b) 3
(c) 2
(d) 1
(e) None

Q33. In how many years is the profit of Company B more than Rs 10 lakhs?
(a) 5
(b) 4
(c) 3
(d) 2
(e) 1

Q34. In 2004, the income of Company B is what percentage more than the income of
Company A?
(a) 32%
(b) 24%
(c) 16%
(d) 12%
(e) 8%

Q35. What is the ratio of the income of Company B in 2004 to that of Company A in 2005?
(a) 9:13
(b) 13:9
(c) 11:9
(d) 13:11
(e) 5:4

